
Sheep And Goat Goats metabolize most medicines differently than
(Continued from Page 16) sheep and most often require higher doses.

.
With spring comes melting snow, rain, and that

resistance to various medications. Parasite behave harbinger of every spring ... mud. Sheep and goats
pretty much the same in both sheep and goats, how- on muddy pastures and lots can lead to foot
ever in treating goats it is important to increase the problems, mostly foot rot. It is important to keep an
dosage by at least half and in some cases double the (Turn to P- i'

It is important to observe the animals on pasture, since spring mud may cause foot rot.

- Ceiling systems designed for your dairy, swine, andpoultry facilities, as well-
as shops, warehouses, garages, arenas, and more.

Tired of working in a
cold, noisy shop?

These ceiling systems are
designed to hold any

Are you frustrated
with the birds in your
implement shed?
Get the problem under con-

trol with a triply ceiling, as
well as greatlyimproving the
lighting.

amount of insulation, and
with insulation above, pro-
duce sound reduction quali-
ties much greater than
steel.

Is the banding in your
hog or poultry barn
deteriorating?

Let us replace them with
our heavierpolyester bands
which do hotstretch or
become brittle over time.

Contemplating a drop
ceiling?

Demand a triply ceiling
aboveyour drop ceiling if
there is insulation being
installed. This will serve as
a vapor barrier along with
permanentlypreventing
falling insulation.

Providing theAg industry with a very durable, attractive, waterproof, noncorrosive, alternative to conventional ceilings at afraction of the cost.
From 20<t Sq. Ft. Installed!

A service formerly provided by
JV!r\ # C triply ceilings Weaver lnsula,ors

MYERSTOWN, PA - (888) 238-9954 FAX (717) 866-0087
“Your source for quality, durable, & economical ceiling systems"
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